
Army Field Gear M1874/ 76 US-
Cavalry and reeanactment rules 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 





 



 



 

 

 

Military Cooks 

- The military cooks will have to be dressed as follows: brown or white canvas duty 
pants or regular light blue military pants, with gray or white shirts, civilian slouch hats 
and military or semi military boots. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Equipment List – Reenactment (be aware of differences to 1874/76!) 

 

 

 



This list is coming which gives you the main historical sources 
about the M1874 regulation pattern equipments, their complete 

description 

I. Requested and minimal equipment for all the participants ( military, scouts, civilians )  

 1. HAT / KEPI. 

 - Civil War style képi - "French style"  ( NO bummer ) - tolerated. 

- M1872 képi. 

- Insignia ( optional ) : M1872 cavalry crossed sabers ( C.W. style tolerated ) - letters 
( ONLY companies A, G and M ) and numbers ( 7th Cavalry ) - Indian Wars letters 
and numbers are smaller than the Civil War ones ( = 1/2" ). 

 OR 

 - Civilian "slouch hat" of all kinds ( see Tim Bender, Clearwater Hat Cy, Dirty Billy ), 
mostly C.W. or 1870' styles. 

- Boss of the Plains ( regular Stetson style ) or broad brim "Plainsman" hat WITHOUT 
hat band. 

- Straw hats ( Panama/plantation style - canotier - Guatemalian ). 

- M1872 "Andrews" hat. 

- M1876 - tolerated. 

NO other styles tolerated ! 

  

2. SHIRT. 

- Civilian shirts ( C.W. or 1870' styles ) in cotton/muslin-wool/flannel-linen, either plain 
( the best being white or gray ) or checkered/plaided ( two colors being the best ), or 
semi-military "Sailorman" style in blue color with yellow or white trim. 

- NO ( sorry ! ) "Fireman" or bib front shirt, because we want to avoid people to use 
wrong patterns or styles. 

- M1874 gray wool shirt. 

- M1878 gray wool shirt ( correct, as far as troopers used to cut off the collars of their 
M1874 shirts ). 

- M1875 non-regulation blue shirt ( same pattern as M1874 but made out of blue wool 
or flannel ) - not to be confused with M1881/82/83 regulation shirts !! 



3. COAT. 

 For those who will not have a military coat, we will tolerate them to fight only with 
their shirts on ( but there is an obligation to wear milirary pants - see below ). 

 - Civil War sack coat ( four buttons, no trimming ). 

- M1872 Pleated Fatigue Blouse ( Quatermaster Depot only ). 

- M1874 sack coat ( five buttons + yellow trimming ). 

- M1874 sack coat un-trimmed ( tolerated ). 

  

4. PANTS. 

 - CIvil War pants Infantry & Cavalry ( tolerated ). 

- Civil War pants Infantry with canvas seat. 

- M1872 and M1873 Cavalry pants. 

- M1876 pants ( tolerated ). 

NO other styles or civilian pants ! 

  

5. SHOES. 

 - C.W. or I.W. styles brogans ( tolerated ). 

- Civil War boots - stove-pipe style - 12" ( tolerated ). 

- Civil War Artillery boots - 12 - 12 1/2" X 14". 

- Civil War Cavalry boots - 16" X 18" or 17" X 22" ( tolerated - try to avoid ). 

- M1872 Cavalry boots - 14" X 16". 

- M1876 Cavalry boots - 14" X 16". 

  

NO civilian or Cowboy high heeled boots will be tolarated excepted for the Civilian 
teamsters and mule drivers - only 1870' style boots, the best being "Kip Boot" style 
with knee guard & front panel - NO FANCY !! 

  



6. SPURS ( optional ). 

 - C.W. or I.W. ( M1872 ) regulation + straps ( C.W. style ) - NO M1885 spurs !! 

  

7. Cavalry gauntlets ( optional ). 

See sources for correct styles - NO fancy !! 

  

8. Carbine sling and hook ( Civil War type ). 

We could consider this piece of equipment as optional, but it would be far better for 
each trooper to have one, because it will allow you to fire your pistol easily while your 
carbine is hanged on. So, please, try your best. 

  

9. BELTS and CARTRIDGE BOXES. 

 - SABER BELTS - possible models are : M1851 C.W. saber belt ( with eagle wreath 
buckle ) - tolerated - with matching saber slings ( optional ). 

M1874 saber belt (U.S. buckle ) + maching saber slings ( optional ). 

  

As far as CUSTER asked to have the SABERS boxed at the beginning of the 
L.B.H. campaign, NO Cavalry SABER is requested for this reenactment. 

CARTRIDGE BOXES - to be put on the Saber belt - possible models are : C.W. 
style cavalry cartridge box ( tolerated ). 

 HAZEN LOOPS ( X 2 ). 

 DYER Pouch. 

 HAGNER Boxes Nr 1 or 2. 

 Instead of wearing a Saber belt with a Cartridge Box, you can choose to wear : 

 10. CARTRIDGE BELTS. 

 - Fair Weather Christian Belt ( = M1851 or M1874 Saber Belts with sewn on leather 
or canvas cartridge loops for .45 or .50 caliber ). 

- Thimble Belts ( = Civilian/semi-military cartridge belts made out of leather or canvas 
with roller buckles or military buckles for .45 or .50  caliber ). 

- It is also possible to wear extra civilian cartridge belts ( narrow style with roller 
buckle ) for revolver & pistol ammunition in .44 or .45 caliber. 



- M1876 Prairie Belt ( tolerated ). 

  

NO canvas MILLS belts ( M1880/81/82/87/97 ) !! 

  

11. CAP POUCH ( requested for pistol ammo ). 

- Civil war / M1872 styles. 

- Indian Wars style / M1875 ( U.S. ). 

  

12. Pistol HOLSTERS. 

- Civil War M1863 military flap holster for Colt & Remington Army revolvers ( 
tolerated ). 

- M1872 ( flap holster with 360° Hoffmann swivel ) 

- M1874/75 ( half-flap holster with 180° Hoffmann swivel ). 

- M1877 ( modified M1863 holster with shorter flap ). 

  

NO civilian holster - NO M1881 holster ! 

II. Optional equipments which can help you to carry some practical items ( 
water, food, blank ammunition ) on the field during the battle, as to complete 
your military outfit. 

  

13. CANTEEN. 

- C.W. canteens of all types ( tolerated ). 

- M1872 canteen ( see sources ). 

- M1874 canteen ( 1st and 2nd types - see sources ). 

NO M1878 !! 

  

 



14. TIN CUP. 

- C.W. styles. 

- M1874 ( U.S. ). 

  

15. HAVERSACK. 

- C.W. Federal black "tarred" model ( tolerated ) or a regular white canvas haversack 
( try to avoid ). 

- M1872 ( 1st & 2nd models ). 

- M1874 ( 1st & 2nd models ). 

NO M1878 !! 

  

16. BLANKET. 

- U.S. styles - Infantry ( gray with black stripes ) or cavalry ( blue with orange stripes 
). 

17. Rain gear ( in case of !!! ). 

- C.W./I.W. gummy ( Goodyear ) PONCHO or TALMA. 

For those who have a Infantry or Cavalry military GREATCOAT ( C.W. or M1872 - 
NO M1880/85 !! ), please, bring it !. 

  

III. Requested WEAPONS ( obligation ) and minimal weaponry. 

  

Each trooper will have to carry ALMOST ONE gun ( revolver OR carbine ) which 
is able to shoot blank ( and, as far as possible, another non-firing gun - 
revolver or carbine ). 

  

1. REVOLVER. 

- M1858/61 Remington Army pistol ( cap & ball ) or same model converted to metallic 
cartridges ( tolerated ). 



- M1860 Colt Army pistol or its conversions to metallic cartridges - Richards or 
Richards-Mason ( tolerated ). 

- M1872 Colt Open Top model. 

- M1873 Colt Single Action Army with 7 1/2" barrel ( ONLY ! ) in .45 caliber ( .44 
tolerated ). 

- M1875 Smith & Wesson Nr 3 Schofield ( tolerated ). 

- Smith & Wesson Nr 3 revolvers ( other models ). 

  

 OR 

  

2. CARBINE/RIFLE. 

  

- Civil War style SHARPS carbines with paper cartridges and caps. 

- Remington Rolling Block carbines. 

- M1865/67 SHARPS carbine converted to metallic cartridges ( .50/70 for originals 
and other calibers for replicas ). 

- M1873 SPRINGFIELD Trapdoor carbines and rifles in .45/70 caliber. 

  

In the RENO battalion, some military ( officiers and troopers ) were shooting with 
privatly purchased sporting rifles ( SHARPS or REMINGTON Rolling Block ), so we 
will tolerate a few guns of these types, as to prevent our gun shortage. 

We will also tolerate SPRINGFIELD T.D. rifles in .50/70. 

As far as they will be able to shoot blank, we will tolerate SPENCER carbines & rifles. 

  

NO repeating carbines or rifles for the military !! 

 

  

  



II/ General rules of the reenactment.   

  

- For the people who will came to participate as horse soldiers, they have to know 
that there is  an infrastructure by the AWA North ground to feed and keep the horses 
in a safe way. 

- All the guns and ammunition will be checked by Officers, NCO and experienced 
people in blank shooting – […] will act as our armourer NCO - before the 
reenactment. NO candle wax, hard paper or felt WADS will be allowed - ONLY 
polystyrene ( frigolite ) and beer mat will be allowed to load muzzle loading and 
metallic cartridges rifles and pistols. 5 IN 1, .45 and 9 mm commercial blanks 
ammunitions are, of course, allowed. All the guns will be disloaded at the end of the 
action. 

- NO live ammo in camp OR on cartrridge belts ! ONLY dummies or blanks ! 

- NO fight or firing is allowed on the field outside the official reenactment. 

- All the participants to the reenactment will have to respect the essential following 
rules ( behavior ) : 

  

1. The fight will happen in a mutual respect of the persons and their outfits and 
equipments ( some of them, especially weapons, cost thousands of Euro ). 

2. NO "hand to hand" fighting will be tolerated; you fire a shot and your oponent will 
choose to fall or not; you receive an arrow or a knot and you fall. 

Don't forget that there will be a significant disproportion between the engaged forces 
( out of the historical facts ). So, try to be as realistic as possible. 

3. We don't want to see such ridiculous and unrealistic situation as "come on, give 
me your bow" or "come on, let drop that rifle". Try to act as professional reenactors, 
as to avoid stupid casualties or to hurt someone's pride or dignity. 

4. NO "war trophies" will be taken on the deads and wounded for the same reasons 
that above exposed. 

5. [NO prisoners will be taken.] 

6. During the fight ( for both throwing missiles and firearms ), never aim directly at 
upper part of the body or at someone's face, especially at short range  

( less than 15 meters ). Aim low or aim high ! 

For bow users, try to avoid flat trajectories or direct shots at short range. 

 



II/ 2 Rules inside the military camp. 

  

All during the official reenactment ( from opening to closure ), all the participants will 
have to follow and respect the following rules: 

  

- ONLY military styles A tents, wall tents, Sibley and shelters will be allowed 
inside the camp. The tents will have to be dressed and aligned in the military 
way. The Officers and NCO in charge will organize the building of the camp. 

- to behave as campaigning soldiers; we will try to organize a minimum of military 
activities inside the camp, as to create a good "ambiance" and to show up a nice 
reenactment. 

- to submit themselves to some military drill […] 

- to participate in the repetition of the reenactment on […] 

- Alcohol beverages will be tolerated inside camp as far as they are historically 
correct and/or conditioned in an historical way. NO alcohol will be tolerated before 
the battle and drunken people will be excluded of the reenactment. 

- NO private bar, "funny aperitives" and "dining rooms" inside the military 
camp. 

- […]  cooks will be in charge of the military cantine and they will prepare food for the 
entire Battalion from [… to…]; they will serve […]  main meals ( military stew ) and 
two breakfasts ( eggs, bacon, coffee ). Only one big and central fire will be built. It 
would be far better if all the participants would decide to take the proposed meals 
inside the military camp. 

Out of the official reenactment, participants will have to prepare meals by their own, 
but they will be able to cook on the field. 

Drinks will be available  at extra and reasonable prices ! 

 

  

III/ Pictures of the reenactment.   

 Photographers will be appointed by the organizers, on both camps, to cover the 
event and to realize a photography reportage. Photographers will have to be dressed 
as reenactors. 



We ask the participants to not directly leave the battlefield at the end of the 
reenactment, because we will realize photographies of both groups ( "white" and 
indians ), as a general picture of all the reenactors. 

  

IV/ The requested minimal equipments are recalled here above. 

 ( see above point I) Historical authenticity of the equipments will be checked by the 
organizers and the Officers in charge. 

   

IV. SCOUTS. 

We will only enroll five (5) scouts for this reenactment ( three indian scouts and 
two white ). We will choose them among the more experienced people in 
reenactment as for the quality of their equipments. 

  

Our indian scouts will be already correctly equiped. Concerning the "white" 
scouts, we will formally asked them to wear an historically correct outfit for 
this event and period, the best being simple 1870' style clothing. The scouts 
can also wear a semi-military or part of the military outfit. Please, try to avoid 
buckskin jackets and pants, especially if you are not sure about their correct 
patterns and styles for the period !!!!!! NO fancy and Wild West show styles !!!! 

  

The scouts will be allowed to shoot with repeating ( Henry, Winchester 1866 
and 1873 ) or sporting rifles ( Sharps, Remington ). 

  

V. CIVILIANS. 

We will enroll some civilians as teamsters and mule drivers/packers ( no more 
than six ). They will have to wear completely correct outfits for this period ( see 
above ). They can also be equiped with partly military outfits. 

  

They can wear civilian revolvers and rifles as far as they are correct for the 
event and the period ( narrow cartridge belts and slim jim holsters  

only !!! ). 

 



VI. MILITARY CAMP. 

An historically correct and regulation military camp will be built on the field 
nearby the battle place. Inside this camp, all the participants will have to 
respect the military rules and to behave as campaigning military people. NO 
"private saloon" or "dining room" will be tolerated. (See II/2!) 

  

No other reenactors than the participants to the fight will be allowed to visit the 
military camp during the reenactment. At the end of the reenactment this will 
be allowed and the reenactors will also have the possibility to go into town and 
have some fun into the saloon. 

  

No anachronism and modern accessories will be tolerated in the military camp, 
even inside the tents ( modern things will have to be hidden ). You will have to 
take only the necessary things for a campaigning soldier ( bedding, clothing, 
personal gear...... ). 

  

It will be possible to take pictures at some moments during the W-E and 
cameras will have to be hidden as far as possible. We will also try to have 
some non-fighting people to take pictures and to eventually make a movie out 
of this event. At the end of this reenactment, each participant will receive a 
special certificate and pictures of both reenacting groups ( indians & military ) 
will be taken and edited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Note of thanks: 

 

 

 

 

 

AND 

 Mr. Steffen Alber  

http://www.frontiers-nuertingen-e-v.de 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/624100460837622868/ 

detail of trooper (action figure) – unknown content 

http://www.frontiers-nuertingen-e-v.de/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/624100460837622868/
steffen
Hervorheben



 


